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Wilderness Camp on King Salmon River, South of Katmai National 

Park 



Camp on King Salmon River 

Gertrude Creek 



Looking upstream toward headwaters of Gertrude Creek 



King Salmon River 

Outpost Camp 

Details 

• seven days 

• two anglers, two guides 
• helicopter fly-in, 50 lb gear limit 

• tent camp 
• hike each day 1 to 5  miles to 

 fish Gertrude Creek 

• fish species: 
 rainbows 

 Dolly Varden 
 grayling 

 chum salmon 

 king salmon 
• catch and release 

• weather: 40°<T<65°F, drizzle 
 and sun 

• bugs:  very few 

• bears: yes; bear problems, no 

Gertrude Creek 



King Salmon River in front of camp not fishable because of 

glacial run-off 



Two sleeping tents, one cooking/dining tent 



Yellow wires are an electric fence that is activated at night 



Cooking, 

eating, 
hanging out 







Helicopter transport is more reliable than bush planes in bad weather 



Each morning we hiked with one of the guides to a different stretch of the creek 



Bear trails parallel both sides of the creek 



Caribou migrate 

through the area and 

sometimes leave shed 

antlers 

Tundra vegetation is dense, shrubby, and 

low.  It’s hard to walk through. 



Willow and alder thickets make passage difficult 

without animal trails 



Tundra flowers resemble those above timberline in Rocky Mountains 



Looking downstream to confluence of Gertrude Creek with King Salmon River 

shows the part where we mostly fished 



Gear 

5, 8, and 10 weight outfits 

Floating lines 

0X to 3X tippets 
20 or 30 lb monofilament tippet for 10 wt. 



Gertrude Creek  could be waded for much of its length, so we were 

usually in the water 



The rainbows were found in the upper reaches of the creek 



We caught rainbows on wooly buggers and dries, but not on mouse patterns as we 

had hoped 





Grayling were common 

and easy to catch 

• typically 16-18” 

• ate just about anything: 

 streamers , buggers, 
 eggs, dries 

• frequently bit while the 
 rainbows were still 

 thinking about it 

• fought hard, great on a 5 wt 

• we eventually got tired of 

  catching only grayling 
 in particular stretches 

 and moved on 







Casting a no.14 parachute Adams to grayling feeding on the surface 



Most of our fish were caught on subsurface flies and streamers 



Dolly Varden were aggressive, hard fighters. We caught fewer of them than 

chums and grayling. 



A big Dolly Varden caught by my brother 





Chum salmon aggressively struck almost any subsurface fly that floated by 

their mouths 





The guides said chum 

salmon grow snaggly teeth 
as they migrate upstream to 

spawn 



The chums we caught were estimated to weigh between 8 and 15 pounds 



Chums would strike when we were targeting something else.  I landed two on 

my 5 wt. and broke off a bunch of others to cut short a long fight. 





We fished for King Salmon at the mouth of Gertrude Creek.  

They are big and strong and 10 wt outfits are prudent 



After a 30 min fight, my brother landed a King estimated at 40 lbs by the guide 



Bear kept us from fishing the creek mouth this day 





We saw bears patrolling the banks almost every day.  Then we gave them 

the right of way and went to a different part of the creek. 



Sometimes we got a surprise. 



Brown bears eat almost 

anything and they scoop 

out huge excavations trying 

to catch ground squirrels  



No human remains found here 



Wolf tracks 



Thank you for your attention 

For specific information on the outfitter 
see 

www.epicanglingadventure.com/alaska-wilderness-outpost 


